ELECTRONIFICATION CONTROL PANEL FOR ONLINE MONITORING AND CONTROL OF SUBMERSIBLE PUMPSETS
FOR GROUND WATER MONITORING & STORM WATER CONTROL SYSTEMS
GROUND WATER CONTROL (GWC)
GWC INSTALLATION & COMMISSIONING

SCOPE: Supply and technical assistance for installation
and commissioning of Ground and Sump Water Pump
Automation and Controlling. The system consisting of Flow
meter, Inlet pipes, Outlet pipes for flow meter, Pressure
sensor, Temperature sensor & Vibration sensor and digital
readouts, Bore well water level sensor and controller unit,
Butterfly valve with actuator control and Ball type
nonreturnable valve & water level sensor with Hardware,
Software and Mobile application. Model No.SMS/GWC/008
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GROUND WATER CONTROL (GWC)
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SWC INSTALLATION &
COMMISSIONING

STORM WATER CONTROL (SWC)

MODEL No.SMS/SWC/08
SCOPE:
Supply and technical assistance for
installation and commissioning of
Sump Water Pump Automation and
Controlling. The system consisting of
Flow meter, Inlet pipes, Outlet pipes for
flow
meter,
Pressure
sensor,
Temperature sensor & Vibration sensor
and digital readouts, Storm water level
sensor and controller unit, Butterfly
valve with actuator control and Ball
type nonreturnable valve, Pontoon
Ultrasonic Water level sensor,
Temperature Sensors, with Camera
Unit to monitor Sump & Pontoon and
record live Video with Hardware,
Software & Mobile application.
Model No.SMS/SWC/08.
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STORM WATER CONTROL (SWC)

MODEL No.SMS/SWC/08

GROUND WATER CONTROL (GWC) & STORM WATER CONTROL (SWC)
BORE WELL WATER LEVEL SENSOR:
Water level sensor works on hydro static pressure technology. The purpose of this sensor is to measure the
water level at bore well and turn ON or OFF the pump based on pumping limit and non-pumping limit set in the
controller relay unit. Sensor provided with integral cable of length 100 meters and is interfaced to controller relay
unit. The controller relay unit is a sophisticated electronic device with seven segment LED display to readout the
water level and RS485 communication port for interfacing with GPRS gateway.
FLOW METER:
Electromagnetic type flow meter with required inlet and outlet pipes to measure the flow rate and cumulative flow
of water. The flow meter is suitable to connect in 8 inch pipeline for GWC and 24 inch pipeline for SWC, and is
capable of reading the flow range from zero imperial gallons per minute to more than 1,600 imperial gallons per
minute for GWC and 10,000 gallon per minute for SWC. The inlet and outlet flanges for flow meter with BS 10,
Table ‘D’ standard is also provided. Flow meter has got separate conditioner unit where user can configure the
units of measurements as required. The conditioner unit has also got local LCD display readout and RS485
communication port. Digital data (RS485) is taken to control panel to transmit all the required parameters to
cloud through wireless gateway.
PRESSURE SENSOR:
The pump output is connected to main water line to send it to far located lakes and other nearby village water
bodies. The requirement says that, Constant pressure has to be maintained to transport the water to far
locations. The sensor is connected to digital readout unit to convert the data to digital form and then transmit to
cloud.
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VIBRATION SENSOR:
Vibration data is an important parameter to understand the healthiness of pump and entire piping system. Based
on the vibration reading periodic maintenance can be planned in advance to avoid any breakdowns. Vibration
sensor output is connected to digital readout unit to convert to digital form and then transmit to cloud.
CONTROLLER RELAY UNIT:
Controller relay unit is a compact and sophisticated electronic instrument capable of reading analog inputs like
voltage or current from the sensor. The input then converts to digital form for display, relay control and
transmission purpose. Instrument is provided with 2 set limits as H-OFF (High OFF) and L-ON (Low ON). When
water level in bore well exceeds Lower limit then the pump gets ON to pump out the water and when the water
level goes below set higher limit, the pump gets OFF automatically. This feature helps to safeguard the pump
against dry run and overflow.
BUTTERFLY VALVE:
EBRO make butterfly valve with electronic actuator is used to control the flow of bore well water. The internal
diameter of the actuator is 8 inch for GWC and 14 inch for SWC to fix in existing piping line. The actuator has
inching facility and can be kept at any degree of angle as required to control the flow. The actuator can also be
kept fully open and fully closed condition. SCADA is developed such that user can login with his credentials and
control the valve position remotely from his desk. During power failure the valve can also be controlled manually
by operating the provided wheel.
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BALL TYPE NON-RETURN VALVE:
The non-return valve allows the flow of fluid in one direction. Ball type NRV’s are the automatic valves and the ball
is going to open for the fluid at specific pressure for which it is designed. When there is no flow or reverse flow
the ball blocks to the fluid path and it opposes to reverse flow. This is fitted on the discharge side of pump, hence
it allows the discharge flow but it blocks the reverse flow when the pump is not running.
PONTOON WATER LEVEL CONTROLLER:
Non-contact type water level sensor suited this requirement as the water level inside the Pontoon is to be
measured to avoid the water clogging and flowing in to oil chamber of the pump and any untoward incidents due
to short circuit. The accuracy of the sensor is in mm so that based on set pumping level the pump will be turned
ON to evacuate the water from pontoon.
TEMPERATURE SENSOR:
Non-contact type temperature sensor is used to measure the drive end bearing and non-drive end bearing
temperature of the pump.
SUMP WATER LEVEL SENSOR:
Non-contact type ultrasonic water level sensor used to measure the sump water level. Pump can be controlled
based on pumping and non-pumping limits set by user.
CAMERA UNIT:
The camera unit is installed to monitor the sump and pontoon to record the live video as a security measure. The
camera system has got 2 TB data storage memory
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